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Abstract: Al–xFe–Si–La alloys (x = 0.07, 0.2, 0.4 wt. %) were designed as current collectors of positive
electrodes in lithium ion batteries, and the microstructure, tensile strength, electrical conductivity
and corrosion resistance of the alloys were investigated with scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), a tensile test, an electrical conductivity test, and an
electrochemical test. It was found that the amount of Fe content greatly affected the quantity of the
second phases in the alloys. The higher the Fe content was, the more the second phases were. With
increase of the Fe content, the tensile strength and corrosion resistance of the Al–xFe–Si–La alloys
were improved, and the electrical conductivity of the Al–xFe–Si–La alloys could meet the application
requirements. Compared to the Al–0.07Fe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy, the strength of the Al–0.4Fe–0.1Si–0.07La
alloy was greatly enhanced. The Al–0.4Fe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy also had a higher corrosion potential
than that of the Al–0.07Fe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid development of new-energy vehicles and portable mobile devices, lithium ion
batteries (LIBs) have developed as good choices for their power supply. As an important component
of lithium-ion batteries, current collector materials for positive electrodes have aroused great interest.
Traditional aluminum alloys cannot meet the requirements of current collector materials for positive
electrodes in lithium-ion batteries because they do not have good comprehensive properties (high
electrical conductivity, high strength, and high corrosion resistance) [1–4]. Al–Fe alloy foils are believed
to have high tensile strength, high electrical conductivity and good corrosion resistance, all of which
make these foils suitable to be the materials for the current collectors of positive electrodes in LIBs.
However, coarse a Fe-rich phase deteriorates the comprehensive performance of Al–Fe alloys. The rare
earth element La can refine the Fe-rich phase and decrease the bad effects of the coarse Fe-rich phases
on the microstructure and comprehensive performance of Al–Fe alloys [5–8]. Additionally, studies
have shown that the addition of 0.1 wt.% Si could result in a good grain refinement of Al–Fe–Cu–La
alloys and could improve overall performance of Al–Fe–Cu–La alloys [9].

Thus far, few papers have reported on Al–Fe–Si–La alloys as current collectors of positive
electrodes in LIBs. Therefore, in this paper, the effects of Fe content on the microstructure, tensile
strength, electrical conductivity and corrosion resistance of Al–Fe–Si–La alloys are investigated.
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2. Experimental Process

The experimental aluminum alloy foils were Al–0.07Fe–0.10Si–0.07La (wt.%), Al–0.2Fe–0.10Si–0.07La
(wt.%) and Al–0.4Fe–0.10Si–0.07La (wt.%). All of the aluminum alloy foils were melted, homogenized,
rolled into foils with a thickness of 0.07–0.08 mm, and then heated at 120 ◦C for 5 h in a drying box. The
second phases of the aluminum alloy specimens were observed with a scanning electron microscope
(SEM, NOVA NANOSEM 230, FEI, Hillsborough, OR, USA). SEM specimens were obtained through
mechanical polishing and then etched with Keller reagent, which is composed of 95 mL of H2O, 2.5 mL of
HNO3, 1.5 mL of HCl and 1.0 mL of HF. Tensile tests of specimens were carried out on a universal tensile
machine (Zwick/Roell Z020, Ulm, Germany) at room temperature. The tensile tests were based on ASTM
E8/E8M-13a (standard test methods for the tension testing of metallic materials, America), and the tensile
speed was 1 mm/min. Four parallel experiments were conducted to ensure the accuracy of the tensile
tests. The fracture morphology of the tensile specimens was observed via SEM. The electrical conductivity
of the aluminum foil was measured with a German Hoffett FOERSTER portable conductivity tester
(SIGMATEST 2.069).

The electrochemical tests of the Al–xFe–0.10Si–0.07La alloys were carried out on a CHI 660E
station. Before testing, the specimens for the electrochemical tests were ultrasonically cleaned. Three
parallel experiments were conducted to avoid errors of the electrochemical tests. All specimens used a
3.5% NaCl solution to conduct the electrochemical tests at room temperature with a three-electrode
system. The testing range was from −1 to 0 V, and the scan rate was 1 mV/s. The working electrode,
reference electrode and auxiliary electrode were the specimens, the saturated calomel and platinum
electrode, respectively. All potentials were relative to the saturated calomel electrode. The corrosion
surface morphology and corrosion cross-sectional morphology of the Al–xFe–0.10Si–0.07La alloys
were observed, respectively, by SEM (VEGA 3, TESCAN, Brno, Czech Republic) and SEM (NOVA
NANOSEM 230, FEI, Hillsborough, OR, USA).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Microstructure

The microstructure of the Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy foils that were annealed at 120 ◦C for 5 h
is shown in Figure 1. It can be seen in Figure 1a,c,e that the second phases in the alloy became finer
and the number of the second phases also greatly increased. This phenomenon indicated that the
amount of Fe content greatly determined the quantity and the size of the second phases in the alloys.
The higher the Fe content was, the finer the second phases were. The Al–0.07Fe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy had
the least second phases, and the Al–0.4Fe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy had the most second phases. The finely
dispersed second phases were evenly distributed in the Al–0.4Fe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy, which could not
only improve the mechanical properties but also enhance the electrical conductivity and corrosion
resistance of the Al–0.4Fe–0.1Si–0.07La [10–13]. From Figure 1b,d,f, it can be seen that all of the three
alloys had a sharp coarse bulk phase (R), a fine spherical phase (S), and a clustered irregular phase (T).
To obtain the composition of the R, S, and T phases in the Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La alloys, composition
analyses were conducted on the R, S and T phases by energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). It was
found that the coarse bulk phase (R) was the AlFe phase, the fine spherical phase (S) was the AlFeLa
phase, and the clustered irregular phase (T) was the AlFeSiLa phase (Figure 2).

Obviously, the sizes of the AlFe(R), AlFeLa(S), and AlFeSiLa(T) phases became finer and the
amounts of the AlFe(R), AlFeLa(S), and AlFeSiLa(T) phases became bigger as the Fe content increased.
The sizes of the AlFe, AlFeLa and AlFeSiLa phases in the Al–0.4Fe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy were the smallest.
La contributed to the refinement of these second phases. The rare earth element La was an effective
modifier of the microstructure. It could transform the coarse Fe-rich phases into small, spherical, or
short rod-like complex compounds. The mechanism of La modification was that La accumulated in
front of the solid–liquid interface of the second phases and then entered the phases to form complex
compounds such as AlFeSiLa, or it was adsorbed on the surface of the phases and hindered the growth
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of the impurity phase [14–20]. According to previous research [21], the modifying effects on the
microstructure of 0.07 wt.% La becomes better when Fe content increases. Thus, it was easy to explain
why the sizes of the second phases in the Al–0.4Fe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy were smallest.

Figure 1. Microstructure of the Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy foils: (a) and (b) Al–0.07Fe–0.1Si–0.07La; (c)
and (d) Al–0.2Fe–0.1Si–0.07La; and (e) and (f) Al–0.4Fe–0.1Si–0.07La.
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Figure 2. Typical energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analyses of: (a) sharp coarse bulk (R) phase; (b)
fine spherical (S) phase; and (c) clustered irregular T phase.

3.2. Tensile Properties

The strength of the Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy that was annealed at 120 ◦C for 5 h is shown in
Table 1. The strength of the Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy increased, and the elongation decreased as the
Fe content increased. Though the strength of the Al–0.2Fe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy was just slightly bigger
than that of the Al–0.07Fe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy, the strength of the Al–0.4Fe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy increased
more than that of the Al–0.2Fe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy. The total growth rates in yield strength and tensile
strength from the Al–0.07Fe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy to the Al–0.4Fe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy were 21.39% and
21.03%, respectively.

Table 1. Tensile strength of the Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy foils.

Alloy σ0.2 (MPa) σb (MPa) δ (%)

Al–0.07Fe–0.1Si–0.07La 148.47 161.23 1.37
Al–0.2Fe–0.1Si–0.07La 154.32 167.00 1.27
Al–0.4Fe–0.1Si–0.07La 188.86 204.16 1.01

To investigate the fracture mechanism of the Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy foils in tensile tests, the
fracture surfaces of the Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy foils were studied by SEM, the results of which are
shown in Figure 3. The Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy foils all exhibited ductile fracture (Figure 3a,c,e),
and they all had slip patterns and dimples on their fracture surfaces. Generally speaking, dimples
usually occur in the positions of the second phases. According to the mechanism of the second
phase-strengthened metals, the strength of the Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy foils was controlled by the
number of second phases. The tensile strength of the alloy was mainly attributed to the number of
second phases in the alloy. In the three kinds of the Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La alloys, the most second
phases occurred in the Al–0.4Fe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy and the least second phases occurred in the
Al–0.07Fe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy, so there was no doubt that the strength of the Al–0.4Fe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy
was the highest and the strength of the Al–0.07Fe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy was the lowest. The composition
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of the second phase in the dimple of the Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy was analyzed by EDS, and it was
confirmed to be an Fe-rich phase, which proved that the second phase in the alloy was mainly the
Fe-rich phase.

Figure 3. Fracture surface of the Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La alloys: (a) Al–0.07Fe–0.1Si–0.07La; (b) Al–0.2Fe–
0.1Si–0.07La; and (c) Al–0.4 Fe–0.1Si–0.07La.

When large plastic deformation occurred near the intermetallic compound, brittle fracture or
debonding easily occurred around the intermetallic compound and played a role in crack initiation.
Debonding could reduce the plasticity of the Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La alloys, especially when the number
of the second phases in the Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La alloys was very high [22]. Therefore, it was not
surprising that the elongation of the Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy foils was poor when the Fe content
was higher.

3.3. Electrical Conductivity

Table 2 shows the electrical conductivity test results of the three as-annealed alloy foils.
The electrical conductivity of the Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy slightly decreased with the increase
of the Fe content, and all of them were higher than 55% IACS (International Annealed Copper
Standard), a standard that could meet application requirements. According to previous studies,
excessive second phases may enhance the pinning effect of the second phases and lead to some side
effects, such as the deterioration of electrical conductivity. However, the Fe content here was in the range
of less than 0.4wt%, and the second phases of the three alloys were fine that the electrical conductivity
was only slightly decreased but not deteriorated when the Fe content became higher [23–29].

Table 2. Electrical conductivity of the Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La alloys.

Alloy Electrical Conductivity (%IACS)

Al–0.07Fe–0.1Si–0.07La 60.96
Al–0.2Fe–0.1Si–0.07La 60.07
Al–0.4Fe–0.1Si–0.07La 59.33
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3.4. Electrochemical Performance

Typical Tafel curves of the Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La alloys are exhibited in Figure 4. Table 3 shows
the results obtained through the Tafel curves. Ecorr is the corrosion potential, which demonstrates the
difficulty to be corroded, and Icorr is the corrosion current density, which demonstrates the corrosion
speed. The Tafel curves of the Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La alloys were typical Tafel curves of aluminum alloys
(Figure 4). The higher the Ecorr was, the more difficult the alloy was to corrode [30]. The testing results
shown in Table 3 indicate that the Ecorr of the Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy became more positive as the
Fe content increased, which indicates that the Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy was more difficult to corrode.
Additionally, the Al–0.4Fe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy had the highest Ecorr, so its corrosion resistance was
the best. However, the larger the Fe content was, the larger the Icorr was. Thus, the content of the Fe
element that is added to Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La alloys should not be too excessive.

Figure 4. Typical Tafel polarization curve of the Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La alloys tested in a 3.5% NaCl solution.

Table 3. Tafel polarization parameters of the Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La alloys tested in a 3.5% NaCl solution.

Alloy Ecorr (mV vs. SCE) Icorr (µA/cm2)

Al–0.07Fe–0.1Si–0.07La −743 4.867
Al–0.2Fe–0.1Si–0.07La −698 34.91
Al–0.4Fe–0.1Si–0.07La −659 47.22

The corrosion surface of the Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La specimens tested in the Tafel tests are shown
in Figure 5. According to Figure 5a–c, the Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La alloys all exhibited pitting corrosion.
However, there were big differences in the number of corrosion pits on the corrosion surfaces of the
Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La alloys. The number of corrosion pits can characterize the degree of corrosion
in an alloy. The alloy sequence, sorted by the number of corrosion pits, was as follows (from big to
small): Al–0.07Fe–0.1Si–0.07La, Al–0.2Fe–0.1Si–0.07La, and Al–0.4Fe–0.1Si–0.07La. Thus, the corrosion
indeed became more severe as Fe content increased; this finding agrees with the conclusions of the
Tafel curves. EDS was conducted to analyze the phase composition in the corrosion pit P of the
Al–0.2Fe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy (Figure 6). The main phase in the corrosion pit P was found to be the
Fe-rich phase, which indicated the corrosion source was the Fe-rich phase.

Cross-sections of the Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy foils corroded in 3.5% NaCl solution are shown in
Figure 7. EDS analyses were conducted at the corrosion pits with white phases, and it was found that
these white phases were AlFe phases. The corrosion source of the Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy foil was
confirmed to be the Fe-rich phase again. The number of the white phases in the Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La
alloys became bigger and the sizes of the white phases in Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy became smaller, as
seen in Figure 7a–c, which was consistent with the phenomena of Figure 1.
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Figure 5. Corrosion surfaces of the Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy foils tested in a 3.5% NaCl solution: (a)
Al–0.07Fe–0.1Si–0.07La; (b) Al–0.2Fe–0.1Si–0.07La; and (c) Al–0.4Fe–0.1Si–0.07La.

Figure 6. EDS analysis of the corrosion pit P. (a,b) SEM images of corrosion pits; (c) EDS pattern.
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Figure 7. Corrosion cross sections of the Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy foils tested in a 3.5% NaCl solution:
(a) Al–0.07Fe–0.1Si–0.07La; (b) Al–0.2Fe–0.1Si–0.07La; and (c) Al–0.4Fe–0.1Si–0.07La. (d) EDS analysis
of phase Q.

Generally, the finer the second phases were, the higher the corrosion resistance of alloys was,
which was actually caused by the corrosion characteristics of intermetallic aluminum alloys [31–33].
In the corrosion process, the Fe-rich phase particles acted as cathodes, and the Al matrixes around
the Fe-rich phase particles acted as anodes. However, it was not the number of the second phases
that affected the corrosion process—it was the size and shape of the second phases. The size and
shape of intermetallic compounds affects the local dissolution rate of Al matrixes in the later stage of
corrosion hole formation, and the dissolution rate of Al matrixes near small or spherical Fe-rich phase
particles is slower than that in other regions. In these experiments, the size of second phases became
smaller, although the number of second phases increased. Based on the corrosion process above, the
finer second phases were more beneficial corrosion resistance of the Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La alloys, which
explained the better corrosion resistance of the Al–0.4Fe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy [13,34].

4. Conclusions

The effects of Fe content on the microstructure, strength, electrical conductivity and corrosion
resistance of Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La (x = 0.07, 0.2, 0.4 wt. %) alloy foils were investigated. The strength and
corrosion resistance of the Al–xFe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy foil were enhanced, and the electrical conductivity
could meet application requirements as the Fe content increased. In particular, the strength and
corrosion potential of the Al–0.4Fe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy were much higher than those of the other two
alloys. The fine second phases in the Al–0.4Fe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy contributed to the enhancement of
the microstructure and comprehensive performance of the Al–0.4Fe–0.1Si–0.07La alloy in this paper.
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